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The creep of Islam into each and every avenue of New Zealand culture is turning into a flood. With the support
of Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern, The Federation of Islamic Associations in New Zealand plans soon to hold a
global conference of leaders from the Muslim world. High on their agenda is a revision of the laws governing
hate speech and hate crime – in other words, don’t criticise Islam.
I will no doubt be accused by a minority of being Islamophobic or racist, but even Kiwis with no interest in
Muslim issues should now be growing alarmed at the rate of Islamic activity in little ol’ New Zealand because
this is not just a growing global phenomenon – it has intentional assistance from this Labour Government.
What we are currently witnessing is a disturbing marriage between the Liberal Left and Muslims.
Jacinda Ardern by donning the hijab, seen as a symbol of oppression by many women around the world
(conveniently drowned out by those pushing the Islamic agenda) has been praised for empowering Muslim
women, the implication being that Islam is about peace and inclusiveness, including towards the LGBTQ
community. This is not the reality.
We know for a fact in Birmingham UK 600 Muslim children were withdrawn from a school that wanted to
teach children about homosexuality to challenge homophobia. The majority of Muslim countries have banned
homosexuality on pain of death -- including by stoning.
The big lie is that Islam is the religion of peace. To say so is to deny the Koran, which teaches the military
expansion of Islam. The Prophet Muhammad was not a man of peace. I quote Muhammed's own words: "I will
cast terror into the hearts of those who disbelieved, so strike [them] upon the necks and strike from them every
fingertip."
Ever since the Christchurch Shooting, the Labour Government and left wing elements in the media have been
disproportionately encouraging and funding Muslim immigration and political involvement. Here are just a
few examples:
Millions of dollars spent on Islam schools in New Zealand, with millions more promised. Yet the government
refuses to fund a faith-based school for Indigenous Māori (Destiny School).
Thanks to the media, recently we’ve seen Muslims Sonny Bill Williams and Ofa Tuungafasi praying on the
rugby fields. The story is portrayed positively in the media, while other rugby writers like Gregor Paul write
about how religion (specifically Christianity) is poisoning rugby.
Following the Christchurch shootings, between three and five people were converting to Islam a day at one
Wellington Mosque. Converts to Islam are celebrated in the media.
Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern has donned a hijab and ordered a national Muslim prayer following the
Christchurch shootings. Effectively declaring Allah the one true God. An event unprecedented anywhere in the
world, while the Christian prayer is hounded out of schools, councils and Government.
Meanwhile last year reference to Jesus was removed from the Parliamentary prayer.
Recently Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern promised to facilitate a workshop to help Muslim women into politics.
Every day there are plenty more examples of the Islamic expansion across New Zealand, including in local
government elections currently taking place.
I've said it before, and I will say it again. This is a move by The Liberal Left and Globalists around the world to
allow and actively promote Islam's entry into Western society and its politics. This is the nasty underbelly and
dangerous agenda that most people in good societies are ignorant of. When Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern
and her mentor Helen Clark don Hijabs, and openly push that Islam should now get politicised, every warmblooded Kiwi should be alarmed. /
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And all the while, Labour's Cabinet and inner circle alter immigration laws by night, to make it easy for Muslim
migrants to enter our country.
New Zealand now needs to wake up!
Seriously, if we don't, we will pay dearly for our ‘she’ll be right’ take on this. We are seen as a soft spot on the
globe since Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern opened our doors to all Muslims. A Southern Hemisphere outpost
for easy entry and growth, undetected by easy-going Kiwis.
There is nothing more dangerous than home grown terrorists. We are already seeing an alarming rise in the
numbers of our own Indigenous Māori converting to Islam, who could be converted into radicals. In part, this
is due to Islam being glorified and promoted in this country by our government and media.
Mosques in New Zealand have already hosted radical Islamic guest speakers spreading their propaganda. If we
sit back and do nothing, radical Islamic soldiers could build a base for themselves in New Zealand while
planning their takeover bid of Western societies. We have seen the devastating effects of an unbridled,
unmeasured Islam in Great Britain, France, Germany, Sweden and many other Western European countries.
I believe we must take measures now to stop the spread of the Muslim agenda in New Zealand, and there is
hope on the horizon. I understand the new Vision New Zealand Political Party is currently developing policies
along these lines:
To ban political Islam from New Zealand life.
Implement no tolerance of Parallel Societies, Politicised Islam or Radical Islam Tendencies on our shores.
Uncontrolled multiculturalism must be measured (just look at London, France, Germany and many other
western European countries, the effect from the rise of Islam has been disastrous). New Zealand was birthed
as a bi-cultural nation, and this still requires more work so these two cultures live and work together in better
harmony. Our National identity and Kiwi way of life is at stake – unmeasured multi-culturalism on an
undefined National Identity will steal a country’s own soul away.
Muslims must be loyal to New Zealand and willing to integrate into our society if they are to stay in this
country. If they form a parallel society and preach a politicised Islam identity politics and divisiveness, then
they will be expelled from our country.
We need to have the power to investigate any mosques suspected of violating any of these laws and regulate
the operations of the Islamic community.
Deport radical Imams and close down Mosques that are suspected of hosting radical Islamic speakers
Review the funding of Islamic Mosques and schools.
New Zealand is not to hold the UN's Globalist views regarding Muslim immigration. There needs to be a
thorough investigation into immigration laws, Muslim immigrants, refugee numbers and religion.
We need to Reclaim New Zealand and Keep New Zealand as New Zealand!
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